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Abstract—Approximate computing is a promising way to improve the power efficiency of deep learning. While recent work
proposes new arithmetic circuits (adders and multipliers) that
consume substantially less power at the cost of computation
errors, these approximate circuits decrease the end-to-end accuracy of common models. We present AutoApprox, a framework
to automatically generate approximate low-power deep learning
accelerators without any accuracy loss. AutoApprox generates
a wide range of approximate ASIC accelerators with a TPUv3
systolic-array template. AutoApprox uses a learned router to
assign each DNN layer to an approximate systolic array from
a bank of arrays with varying approximation levels. By tailoring
this routing for a specific neural network architecture, we discover
circuit designs without the accuracy penalty from prior methods.
Moreover, AutoApprox optimizes for the end-to-end performance,
power and area of the the whole chip and PE mapping rather than
simply measuring the performance of the arithmetic units in isolation. To our knowledge, our work is the first to demonstrate the
effectiveness of custom-tailored approximate circuits in delivering
significant chip-level energy savings with zero accuracy loss on
a large-scale dataset such as ImageNet. AutoApprox synthesizes
a novel approximate accelerator based on the TPU that reduces
end-to-end power consumption by 3.2% and area by 5.2% at a
sub-10nm process with no degradation in ImageNet validation
top-1 and top-5 accuracy.
Index Terms—approximate computing, deep learning, TPU

While the continued scaling of neural networks has enabled
higher task accuracy, large models are increasingly energyintensive to deploy. For example, model serving constitutes the
majority (up to 80-90%) of deep learning workloads at Facebook
and Amazon AWS [8]. Therefore, it is critical to improve the
energy-efficiency of inference accelerators to reduce the global
energy consumption demands of deep learning.
In systolic-array accelerators, Zimmer et al. [22] report that
over 30% of PE energy is consumed by arithmetic units [17].
The current practice to improve the power-efficiency of these
arithmetic units is to substitute full-precision floating-point
calculations with low-bit precision quantized operations such
as 8-bit arithmetic [6]. However, low-bit quantization degrades
accuracy [2]. The optimal precision for an architecture also
varies widely between layers [3].
Emerging work proposes novel approximate circuits that
are more power-efficient than quantized operators [1]. These
approximate multipliers and adders do not simply reduce the bitprecision of exact arithmetic but rather tailor approximations
to a specific numerical distribution observed in deployment.
Approximate circuits thereby enable a better power-accuracy
trade-off than quantization which uniformly approximates all
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Figure 1: AutoApprox synthesizes approximate systolic-array
accelerators without accuracy loss. Error-tolerant layers are
routed to approximate cores for significant power savings.
inputs. Figure 2 shows the error for a single approximate
multiplier. This multiplier concentrates error on select sparse
values but consumes 3.61× less energy than an exact multiplier.
Prior work in approximate computing for DNNs finds
accuracy drops under errors [19, 14]. These approaches evaluate
small-scale models and datasets. For example, Mrazek et al.
[15] approximate just one layer of an 8-layer ResNet. Moreover,
most prior work evaluates chip energy using the multiplier-only
energy. However, we find that multiplier-only energy is only
weakly correlated with total chip energy consumption as it
excludes other factors (Figure 4).
To utilize approximate cores while preserving high accuracy,
we take advantage of dark silicon by placing approximate
systolic arrays adjacent to an optional exact array, as shown in
Figure 1. At runtime, we dynamically route error-tolerant DNN
layers to an array with low dynamic power consumption. More
sensitive layers are evaluated on the exact systolic array.
We propose AutoApprox, a framework to automatically
synthesize low-power approximate ASIC accelerators with
zero accuracy loss with no retraining required. Using a modified
TPUv3 template, AutoApprox generates a diverse set of efficient
designs with a reconfigurable routing array to a bank of
systolic arrays containing approximate multipliers [13]. By cooptimizing the mapping of approximate systolic arrays to layers,
we avoid accuracy losses due to homogeneous approximation [3]
by custom-tailoring the approximation for different fine-grained
portions of the computation graph. We also perform evaluation
on large-scale datasets and models, a first in the domain of
functionally-approximate deep learning accelerators.
We evaluate AutoApprox with ResNet-50 models trained

Table I: Overview of prior approximate computing methods for
deep networks with comparison of key features
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Figure 2: Approximate multipliers trade off exact computation Mrazek et al. [15] converts a single layer from an 8-layer
with power efficiency. The visualized multiplier consumes 3.61× ResNet to use an approximate multiplier. However, this work
less energy than a quantized multipler at the cost of 4.2% relative does not consider the effects of cross-layer approximation.
error. By carefully matching approximate multipliers with each ALWANN [14] searches for a mapping of layers to one of
layer in a neural network, we are able to reduce inference energy several fixed approximate units. However, ALWANN endures a
usage with zero end-to-end accuracy loss.
0.6% accuracy drop for ResNet-50 while our method results in
no accuracy loss. We also evaluate approximate designs on the
large-scale ImageNet dataset; ALWANN evaluates on CIFAR-10
on the ImageNet dataset as well as VGG-19 on the CIFAR- at low-resolution. Finally, we report real system-wide power
10 dataset. On a sub-10nm process node, we demonstrate numbers. Figure 4 demonstrates the need to evaluate energy
our search methodology is Pareto-optimal when compared to usage at the chip level rather multiplier.
other baselines. AutoApprox realizes zero ImageNet validation
accuracy loss for ResNet-50 with savings of up to 3.2% in II. AUTOA PPROX : A DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR ZERO - LOSS
power consumption and up to 5.2% in area.
APPROXIMATE DNN ACCELERATORS
We make the following contributions:
AutoApprox is an automated design framework for systolic• We propose AutoApprox, a framework for the design of
array based DNN accelerators. AutoApprox is a full-stack
zero-loss approximate DNN accelerators.
framework (see system diagram in Figure 3) as it benchmarks
• We evaluate the accuracy of approximate designs with endcandidate designs post-synthesis and evaluates designs using
to-end simulation on significantly larger datasets than prior
end-to-end workload metrics like top-1 accuracy. Given an
work. In order to make end-to-end evaluation tractable, we
architectural template design and a set of deep neural network
accelerate circuit simulation by 7200×.
workloads, AutoApprox generates both a hardware design and
• In order to search the combinatorial space of accelerator
a heterogeneous mapping of neural network layers.
designs, we develop a Bayesian optimizer to efficiently
Below, we cover key system components: (a) architectural
find low-power accurate designs.
template,
(b) systolic array code generation, (c) circuit simulation
• We demonstrate AutoApprox improves the power-efficiency
for
accuracy
estimation and (d) chip performance estimation.
of a TPU-based design without any added area while
We
describe
circuit
search and the layer mapping in Section III.
maintaining end-to-end accuracy.
200
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A. TPUv3-based architectural template
I. R ELATED W ORK
We benchmark a production design based on the TPUv3 [10,
PARAS: Cite papers
Approximate computing: Analog computing offers large 11] datacenter accelerator. The TPUv3 contains several large
potential power savings; however, these methods are non- systolic arrays for efficient matrix-matrix multiplication. Each
deterministic and therefore result in a large accuracy degradation array is a 2D grid of processing elements (PEs) with one or
while remaining hard to deploy. We instead focus on functionally- more multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) units per PE. Global
approximate circuits which replace power-intensive segments memory is shared across all systolic arrays.
of a circuit with inaccurate but simpler components. There
Our proposed architecture, shown in Figure 1, replaces a
are many approximate arithmetic units; for example, prior single exact MXU with a bank of several variants of approximate
work Kim et al. [12] removes overflow logic from a 16-bit MXUs. At runtime, inputs are routed to one of these units
adder for 2.3× multiplier-only savings. Specifically, we consider based on a precomputed mapping. If we retain the exact MXU,
approximate multipliers; Horowitz [9] finds that multipliers this strategy can utilize the exact MXU for non-approximate
are 7× more energy intensive than comparable adders. We workloads, thereby guaranteeing correctness while enabling
synthesize approximate accelerators using the open-source bank power-savings for error-tolerant workloads. This approach does
of approximate multipliers from Mrazek et al. [13].
not require modification to compiler stacks; it simply requires the
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Figure 3: AutoApprox searches for low-power high-accuracy
accelerators custom-tailored for a set of DNNs. Each search iteration generates a new approximate accelerator design given an
architectural template and a bank of approximate MACs. Search
minimizes energy subject to end-to-end accuracy constraints.

Multiplier-only power is poorly correlated with total matrixmultiply unit (MXU) power in Figure 4. However, prior work
solely considers multiplier-only power for simplicity. These
designs are likely therefore suboptimal as they do not consider
whole-chip power metrics and ignore power consumption due
to interconnect and memory. By evaluating at a sub-10nm
process using Synopsys’ physically-aware Design Compiler
(Topographical) tool, we ensure our designs correlate with real
end-to-end power savings. We also assume a single clock domain
in our architecture whose frequency is dictated by the slowest
MXU variant on the chip. A single clock domain is conservative
but simple to realize in actual hardware.
III. A PPROXIMATE MAC SEARCH AND LAYER MAPPING

In order to preserve high end-to-end task accuracy, we
must carefully consider which portions of a workload are
approximation tolerant. Dong et al. [3] find that the optimal
approximation level changes dramatically between different
addition of a ROUTE instruction. Unused MXUs for a specific
layers of a neural network. To custom-tailor hardware to DNN
layer are turned off to save power.
approximation tolerance, we jointly consider the task of selecting
Modern inference chips are limited by thermal dissipation.
approximate units for a chip design concurrently with the
The dark silicon regime trades area for improved power
mapping of layers onto said chip’s PE.
efficiency where specialized functional units accelerate specific
However, each of these two subproblems are themselves
workloads but are otherwise inactive [7, 20]. In TPUv3, systolic
challenging combinatorial optimization problems. Together, they
arrays are extremely power-dense but only account for 20%
represent a O(K N ) search space with K candidate approximate
of total die-area [11]. Therefore, our approach of adding
multiplier designs and N neural network layers to map; we
auxiliary approximate systolic arrays promises to improve power
explore workloads with up to a 2268 search space.
efficiency with minimal die-area impact.
We leverage Bayesian optimization with Gaussian Process
(GP)
bandits [18] to efficiently discover high-accuracy yet
B. Systolic array generation
energy-efficient configurations of cross-layer approximate cirGiven the TPU-v3 template and a list of candidate approxicuits. This approach improves the sample efficiency of black-box
mate multipliers, we generate any necessary systolic arrays
optimization by modeling the unknown reward function.
and an accelerator. The list of approximate multipliers for
the design comes from the AutoApprox ML-guided search A. Formalization of the approximate circuit mapping problem
procedure, described in Sec. III. Code generation yields both
Consider the following optimization problem to find a
Verilog and C++ implementations.
mapping of approximate circuits to deep network layers:
C. Circuit simulation for end-to-end accuracy estimation
N
X
min
qi| Zi
(1a)
To precisely model the impact of approximation on end-toz
i=1
end accuracy, we simulate hardware designs with sampled inputs
s.t.
ACC (Z) ≥ τ
(1b)
from a target dataset. If we directly simulate an approximate
MAC, a single exact multiplication takes 3.75 ± 0.95 microsecAREA (Z) ≤ φ
(1c)
onds on a high-end server while a single inference of ResNet-50
K
X
takes 4.2 hours and 23 years for all of ImageNet.
Zij = 1
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
(1d)
We leverage caching for memoization and matrix decomj=1
position to make caching memory-efficient. Look-up tables
Z ∈ {0, 1}N ×K
(1e)
(LUTs) have been used to simulate approximate circuits [15];
we use caching to accelerate simulation for 8-bit inputs by
The decision variable Zi represents a one-hot vector to
7200x (Figure 5). However, storing full LUTs precludes GPU denote which of the K approximate circuits are mapped to
acceleration as two 16-bit inputs would require over 68GB. a layer. The objective 1a models the total energy consumption
As shown in Figure 6, cache tables are low-rank. Thus, we to evaluate a single forward pass where qi ∈ RK
+ represents
can factorize the matrices without introducing significant error; a vector containing the energy to evaluate layer i for each of
N
N
when storing the N -bit error matrix  ∈ R2 ×2 , we compute the K approximate multipliers. Constraints 1b and 1c define
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Figure 5: By caching circuit evaluations, we accelerate the evaluation of approximate multipliers by
7200× over direct simulation.
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Figure 6: Pre-computed outputs for approximate circuits are low-rank. We compress
lookup tables to accelerate inference while
reducing memory requirements from our
simulator.

the minimum accuracy targets and chip area limit respectively.
The exponential barrier function as it allows for soft constraint
Constraints 1d and 1e ensure that Zi is one-hot and binary.
violations. For the accuracy term, we use a target accuracy
Bayesian optimization struggles with high dimensional states, τ = 0.68 and weight α1 = 8. For the area term, we use a target
discrete structures and constraints. In the following, we describe (including exact MXU) of φ = 400% and a scale α2 = 1.2.
our approach to improve search performance via an unconstrained continuous reformulation.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
B. Calibration of single-layer approximation
Implementing an efficient and accurate accuracy oracle ACC
is extremely challenging due to cross-layer dependencies. To
reduce the complexity of the search space, we perform an
offline study where only one layer is approximate at a time.
This single-layer calibration provides an upper-bound on the
expected accuracy from cross-layer approximation. We then
prune mappings with exceptionally poor expected accuracy.

We focus our evaluation on the ImageNet dataset, a largescale dataset for image classification. ImageNet is a challenging
dataset with 1M training images and 1000 classes, where each
image is resized to 224 × 224.
Prior work is predominantly evaluated on CIFAR-10. However, CIFAR-10 is a small dataset and not representative of
modern computer vision workloads. Specifically, CIFAR-10
C. Continuous relaxation of state space
contains small 32 × 32 images and only 10 classes that are
Given the large number of states, Bayesian optimizers struggle well-separated. ImageNet, however, is far more challenging as
to explore diverse solutions. We relax Z to a continuous variable it contains many similar classes where approximation can blend
which dramatically improves search sample efficiency. The the decision boundary between classes.
calibration establishes an upper bound to the accuracy for a
We evaluate power savings and accuracy with the ResNet-50
layer. The continuous relaxation searches per-layer for a target architecture. This model contains many interesting features
accuracy instead of a single categorical multiplier.
that may affect approximation sensitivity, such as residual
However, the objective function is no longer linear. Instead, connections and batch normalization. As ResNet-50 is a deep
for each of N layers, we define a step-wise cost function network with many layers, it is a compelling target for studying
Qi : R −→ R to map a real-valued choice of an approximate cross-layer approximations and represents a practical application
multiplier to the energy-consumption
for the closest layer. The that is widely deployed today on production accelerators. To
PN
new objective is min i=1 Qi (Zi ).
accelerate search, we perform cross-layer search experiments
using a 10% sample of the ImageNet validation set.
D. Unconstrained optimization with barrier functions
In searching for competitive architectures, we evaluate approxWhile recent work has begun to explore multi-objective
imate
multiplier variants from prior work [13]. We synthesized a
optimization using Bayesian optimization, these approaches
total
of
36 16 × 16 systolic arrays for the different approximate
are generally significantly less sample-efficient than singlemultiplier
variants in a commercial sub-10nm process using
objective optimizers. We can utilize the barrier method [5]
Synopsys’
physical-aware
Design Compiler (topographical) tool,
to remove constraints 1b and 1c. Barrier methods replace each
which
provided
performance,
power, and area.
constraint of form x ≤ b with a penalty in the objective function
x−b
As
motivated
by
Figure
4,
we
evaluate power, performance,
B(x, b) = − log(b − x) or B(x, b) = e . As x approaches
and
area
of
the
systolic
array
rather than the individual
the constraint b, the penalty trends to ∞. Utilizing a barrier
multipliers.
Finally,
we
assume
a
single
clock domain shared
method, we express our objective as:
by
all
approximate
systolic
arrays
in
our
architecture so we
N
X
scale power estimates for each approximate systolic array to
Qi (Zi ) + α1 B(τ, ACC(Z)) + α2 B(AREA(Z), φ)
the common clock frequency.
i=1

Table II: Pareto-optimal results for power, area and accuracy on the ImageNet validation set for ResNet-50 with a sub-10nm
TPUv3 architecture. Power and area are reported relative to the original exact circuit (1.0× represents the exact quantized chip).
AutoApprox finds approximate circuits that reduce energy consumption by 3.2% and area by 5.2% with no accuracy loss.
Total chip energy
(relative to exact)

Total chip area
(exact + approx)

Top-1 accuracy

Baseline: Exact 8-bit MXU

1.000×

1.0000×

72.1%

90.7%

Greedy layerwise search
Bayesian optimization search using Vizier

0.976×
0.969×

1.281×
2.712×

71.2%
65.8%

90.3%
86.2%

AutoApprox-S (power optimized)
AutoApprox-L (balanced)
AutoApprox-XL (accuracy optimized)

0.939×
0.968×
1.024×

1.844×
0.948×
1.189×

66.5%
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Figure 7: VGG-19 on CIFAR-10 AutoApprox finds more
accurate approximate mappings at every power level relative
to baseline approaches. AutoApprox reduces end-to-end power
consumption by 2% without accuracy loss.

Figure 8: ResNet-50 on ImageNet AutoApprox scales to
large models and datasets. The baseline Bayesian optimization
framework fails to achieve zero-accuracy loss configurations
while the grid search is unable to discover low-power designs.

V. E VALUATION

AutoApprox-S; however, it degrades ImageNet validation top-1
and top-5 accuracy by 5.6% and 3.3% respectively.
Surprisingly, AutoApprox-XL discovers a configuration with
1.0% higher top-1 accuracy. We hypothesize that approximations
introduce regularization, similar to how pruning can improve
generalization in the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [4].

A. How much power-savings can approximation achieve with
minimal-to-no accuracy loss?

Since approximate arithmetic circuits can be integrated into
hardware alongside quantization, we study how much additional
power is saved beyond quantization and how much, if any,
accuracy is lost from approximation. We benchmark results on B. How does AutoApprox compare with other search methods?
the ImageNet validation set at full resolution with the ResNetWe evaluate the energy efficiency of AutoApprox by ex50 architecture. We compare against three key baselines: (1) amining the final Pareto-optimal trade-off between power and
a circuit using an exact 8-bit multiplier, (2) an exhaustive accuracy. We compare our approach to the greedy and Bayesian
greedy baseline mapping a single layer to a single approximate optimization search methods for a similar period of time.
multiplier, similar to the method proposed by Mrazek et al.
Figure 7 compares the final power-accuracy Pareto curves
[15] and (3) baseline search with the black-box Bayesian for each method with a VGG-19 model trained over CIFAR-10.
optimization toolkit Vizier. We consider the Vizier baseline AutoApprox discovers a higher accuracy mapping than all baseto perform similarly to Mrazek et al. [14] as both rely on com- lines at every power consumption level. Notably, AutoApprox
binatorial black-box optimization. For AutoApprox, we report finds a high-accuracy design with 2% power savings end-to-end.
three pareto-optimal designs: AutoApprox-S, AutoApprox-L We also compare against baseline search methods with the larger
and AutoApprox-XL. These configurations represent a power ResNet-50 model trained over ImageNet in Figure 8.
optimized, a balanced and an accuracy optimized configuration.
We compare relative power consumption and area as well as C. Ablation: Understanding AutoApprox mappings
validation accuracy in Table II. AutoApprox discovers a circuit,
Figure 9 displays the ImageNet validation set accuracy when
labeled AutoApprox-L, with 3.2% lower energy consumption substituting a single convolution (out of 52) with an approximate
and 5.2% less circuit area, while demonstrating higher accuracy multiplier. On the horizontal axis, we rank each multipliers by
than the quantized baseline. We also discover a lower-power the multiplier’s expected mean relative error over a uniform
approximate circuit with 6.1% less energy consumption, labelled distribution of inputs. Some layers are error tolerant (e.g. 31,
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Figure 9: Understanding AutoApprox mappings Some layers
are more robust to approximation (e.g. layer 31) than others
(e.g. layer 1).

35 or 41). As increasingly approximate multipliers are used,
end-to-end accuracy is preserved. However, certain layers (e.g.
1, 4 or 49) suffer dramatic accuracy drops. This observation
further validates our layer-by-layer tuning approach.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose AutoApprox, a framework that leverages approximate circuit design to generate energy-efficient inference circuits
without any accuracy loss. Using a TPUv3 template design, we
discover an efficient approximate accelerator that saves up to
3.2% of chip power consumption at zero-loss. By dynamically
routing each layer of a neural network at runtime, we ensure
only error-tolerant layers are routed to an approximate systolic
array. Moreover, AutoApprox requires no major changes to the
compiler stack thereby making deployment straightforward. We
develop a scalable method that efficiently searches over the space
of possible mappings of circuits to model layers with the goal of
optimizing for energy while maintaining the end-to-end model
accuracy. We demonstrate that we can substantially reduce the
energy consumed on ImageNet inference at a sub-10nm process
with no degradation in accuracy.
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